
CHRIS KELLER PLAID SUIT JACKET AND TEAL PANTS OUTFIT (ALL MY SONS 
2019)

Identifier 2019.150.9

Type costume

Description

1. Cream woven dress shirt made by Cego Custom Shirts Fifth Ave, NYC. Standard collared dress shirt with cross hatch pattern 
in fabric. It measures 18” W x 32” L.

2. Brown geometric/abstract patterned standard wide tie from the brand M.J. Leahy Co. New Bedford. The base color is a dark 
brown with layered cream and yellow square shapes that have a grid pattern inside them spaced out organically. 3.5” W at the 
base and 53” L.

3. Light brown leather full brogue oxford shoes from the brand H.S. TRASK. There are thin dark brown shoestrings and a printed 
label on the inside that says B. WALKER. They are a labeled size Men’s 11.5.

4. Pleated teal green dress pants with cuffed bottoms and two hook closure with three interior buttons and a zipper. Eric 
Winterling Inc. New York label with printed Mr. Walker on the inside. Two black buttons sewn into an added back panel for 
ability to attach suspenders (only a brown belt was worn in the show, but was not included with the costume). The back 
pockets are set-in welt style. They measure 16.5” W x 44”L.

5. Tan plaid windowpane suit jacket made from wool. Orange and blue lines make up the pattern and large light brown plastic 
buttons are on the front, smaller buttons of the same color are attached to the sleeves. There are three applied pockets, two 
on the bottom and one on the left chest area. There is a hidden inner chest pocket as well with the label for Eric Winterling Inc. 
Mr. Keller on it. The lining of the jacket only goes through the sleeves and down the sides of the jacket. It measures 19” W x 
32” L.

Related staged production
All My Sons (2019)

Related Entities Benjamin Walker, Eric Winterling, Jane Greenwood
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